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* Send some love to a friend or family member by writing a particular list to celebrate your relationship! For fans of the
bestselling journals The 52 Lists Task and 52 Lists for Happiness, this gorgeous group of 52 postcards is ideal for
connecting with loved ones near and considerably.  Includes 52 unique postcards, 26 different backgrounds, and 13
different prompts. Sample prompts consist of:  My 5 Favorite Recollections of Us< Each postcard comes with a prompt
laid over a lovely, atmospheric picture or illustrated pattern, 5 numbered lines to write your list, and space for a stamp
and address to send it to a friend!5 Things I REALLY LIKE about You  From blockbuster writer Moorea Seal comes a lovely
postcard collection, in the format of a landscape-layout book. 5 EXPLANATIONS WHY I Miss You  *  * 
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Snail Mail Inspiration! Perfect for a family project if children wanted to participate, but works ideal for adults, family,
friends, etc. Can't wait around to get sending a few of these.Thoughtful and Fun Top quality, great photos and great
text/writing prompts. I tend to not really send many postcards because Personally i think like they're too short, or not
so meaningful.If you're a snail mail lover, a pen pal, a 52 Lists Project fanatic, or if you're searching for a nice gift for
someone who's moving away, I recommend this postcard collection. The set up of these cards, being lists of 5 stuff
each, is usually adorable and inspires me to send more mail. High-quality cardstock, gorgeous designs, and thoughtful
creation. Get off your phone, sit down, and write some snail mail notes to those you love. A beautiful way to connect for
reals What a beautiful postcard set for catching up with family and friends old-school style!
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